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Abstract
Utah State prides itself in its services for students, but recently those services have made
negative headlines. Deaf students have filed a lawsuit against the university complaining
about the lack of sign language interpreters. But some complain that they are still hearing
or seeing no response.
For my Thesis Project, I produced a documentary highlighting the problem both here on
our campus, and on a statewide and even nationwide level. I researched the issues,
conducted interviews, wrote the script, taped all video and edited the video. The 20
minute documentary was shown publicly on campus in an effort to make students and
faculty aware of the situation.
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HEARING NOTHING
By Brittany Nelson

((Narrator heard over people talking))
It's something many on a college campus take for granted. They chat with friends
anticipating the day's lesson. But as the class quiets down, the instructor starts to speak,
and one group of students are still ...
. . . heading "Hearing Nothing"

((NARRATOR))
There are approximately 21 million Deaf or hard-of-hearing Americans living in the
United States. Nearly 500-thousand of them use American Sign Language. John Galli is a
student at Utah State University. He's been using ASL since he was three years old.
((JOHN))
You can progress quickly through signing, otherwise you don't have full communication.
((NARRATOR))
And to fully communicate in the classroom, John and fellow deaf students depend on
interpreters.
((ELLEN))
We want to be successful, you know, in whatever we do ... in society, work, our business,
anywhere we choose to go ... so we can't do sometimes anything without an interpreter.
((NARRATOR))
Ellen O'Hara is getting her Master's degree at Utah State and needs interpreters for her
classes.
((DIANE))
We are providing interpreter services for nine students and we have about 12 interpreters.
((NARRATOR))
Carma Jackman is one of the full-time interpreters at Utah State.
((CARMA))
I was born into a family with deaf people. My sisters took me everywhere with them and
I was interpreting from store countertops and things for them and so I don't think I ever
really chose it, it kind of chose me.
((NARRATOR))

While Carma is very familiar with providing interpreter services, she's a new face at
USU. Both Carma and the other full-time interpreter were hired in response to a problem
at the university.
((DR KING))
The lack of interpreting services and the lack of skill of interpreters who, some of whom
were interpreting, is a major problem. The problem is accessibility, lack of
communication, a seeming desire not to be deaf-friendly.
((NARRATOR))
These things have painted USU in a negative light.
((DR KING))
Because of what has happened, Utah State University isn't deemed by the deaf
community as a deaf-friendly campus. One of the main issues when trying to establish a
deaf-friendly campus is that of access to communication. And the deaf-friendly campus
begins with the administration and works all the way down to the professors and to the
other students.
((ELLEN))
Really, I think the environment is very accepting of the deaf, but the actual classroom ...
that's where the real problem seems to come about.
((NARRATOR))
Both John and Ellen have had problems with the interpreter services here at USU.
Whether it was having an interpreter that wasn't skilled enough ...
((ELLEN))
That interpreter really was not qualified, so actually it was a worse situation.
((NARRATOR))
Or not having an interpreter at all. ..
((JOHN))
I wanted interpreters for all my classes, not some of them but all of them.
((NARRATOR))
The students are feeling the effects.
((JOHN))
I felt a little bit cheated because of that. I did feel frustrated and also I felt isolated from
the classroom. And that makes me feel like I'm there in spirit, I'm not there really, I'm
not physically there.
((ELLEN))
Really, my emotions that whole semester were just all over the map. I feel a little trapped.

((NARRATOR))
While Ellen is unable to transfer without prolonging her education further, two of her
friends felt they had no other choice.
((ELLEN))
I do have two other friends that have transferred because their GP A's were falling and
they didn't want to have that on their records because, you know, that's going to affect
their admission into other programs within their major. So they transferred to save their
grades.
((DR KING))
Oh, who's really suffering here ... the students are suffering, the deaf students are
suffering. The deaf students are the ones where the buck stops or the buck never got to.
((JOHN))
We feel there is a limit to the services here right now. They really do need to improve a
lot of things. I'm really tired of the situation it's the same thing over and over.
((DR KING))
USU did nothing of a substantive nature to alleviate the problem.
((NARRATOR))
So in October of 2005, 12 students decided to do something.
((JOHN))
I was feeling a bit disgusted inside and I heard that other deaf students were having a
discussion and getting together about the problem.
((NARRATOR))
The students got an attorney and filed an intent to sue against Utah State claiming the
university was violating the students' rights under the Americans with Disabilities Act
and Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
The ADA states that no disabled person shall "be excluded from participation in or be
denied the benefits of the services, programs or activities of a public entity." By not
providing adequate interpreters, the students did feel excluded.
((DR KING))
Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, an entity that receives funding of any kind
from the federal government is responsible for providing access. If this is not provided,
the interpreting services, there's a violation of ADA law ... period.
((NARRATOR))
Utah State, the students and their lawyers met many times to try to resolve the issue.
((DIANE))

Well, the students were very vocal with their concerns about the interpreter services at
the beginning of the fall semester last year.
((NARRATOR))
But in May of 2006, negotiations broke down and the students sued.

((JOHN))
We had waited here at USU long enough to be provided with interpreters, so we began
the lawsuit.
((ELLEN))
We're trying to show that we're using the law to help us become successful and they're
not wanting to help us.

((NARRATOR))
Specifically, the suit claims that:
1. "the school denies deaf students equal access to educational opportunities, and
effective communication with professors;
2. fails to provide accommodations in a timely manner; and
3. uses policies and procedures that are discriminatory or tend to screen out students who
are <lea£"
((NARRATOR))
The students summarize the situation as harmful to their education.

((JOHN))
It bothered me about the interpreter situation because I can't communicate. It seems here
at USU I have to work harder to get to a higher level in my education because of the lack
of services.
((ELLEN))
I just want to remain positive more than anything, but I'd like to say that I do feel limited.
To be able to ask, hey, there's a play that night could I get an interpreter to go do that? Or
there's a dance, or a workshop, or a lecture, or a seminar, or something that I'd like to
attend that I could just easily ask for an interpreter. And right now, I'm thinking, oh,
which interpreters don't I want to do this .. .I have to be really selective as to who I want
to do it an then see if they 're available. I don't want USU to think, oh the deaf students
are suing us, and they just want all the attention, and look at me I'm deaf and I can do
anything. I don't think that's the point behind this lawsuit, we're not trying to say, you
know, it's not a Deaf Pride issue. It's just kind of a hello we need help. We're trying one
way and it hasn't worked, you've given us that way and it hasn't worked, so please work
to find a solution.

((NARRATOR))
The university has responded by putting on a nation-wide search for interpreters.

((DIANE))
I believe that we all have the same goal and that's that the students want qualified
interpreters and I think that that is absolutely their right and what they should have.
We're looking nationally. I think we've sent announcements out to about 115 interpreter
training programs letting them know that we're looking for interpreters. In the interim
while we were searching and trying to fill the positions, we started hiring outsourced
interpreters from the Salt Lake area and we have been using those interpreters quite
extensively.
((NARRATOR))
But many agree on one reason why the university's search has been fruitless.
((DR KING))
To provide interpreters for the deaf students this is a very costly venture. But it all comes
back to money. You've got to make it worthwhile for the interpreter to move to Cache
Valley.
((CARMA))
I came because it was a full-time benefited position. If it wouldn't have been, I wouldn't
have even applied.
((DIANE))
What I've found is that there are lots of interpreter jobs out there and that interpreters
really don't need to relocate to find employment. I feel like I've done everything I
possibly can to recruit interpreters but we're still not getting any applicants. It's tight
budget-wise all over campus. But I want to be really clear about this, not having
interpreters this last year has not been about the money. I've had the money. And ifl'd
had the bodies, the money was not an issue.
((NARRATOR))
But the story is the same at schools across the state. Nearly every public school district in
Utah has interpreter positions available.
((DIANE))
Yeah, the need' s increasing. There are more positions for interpreters but really not a lot
more interpreters being trained.
((NARRATOR))
Public schools, higher education, health care providers, hospitals, courts, public safety
offices and government offices are all required by the Americans with Disabilities Act to
provide interpreters. All of those public institutions are also seeing an increasing demand
for services.
((DIANE))

We've got job announcements coming out from the CIA, and from all these federal
agencies, and from IBM and they're hiring their own staff interpreters. And they can
offer typically a much higher base rate.
((NARRATOR))
But the private sector is also bidding for interpreters. Companies like Sorenson
Communications use interpreters to provide video phone services for deaf clients.
((CARMA))
Deaf people can be at home and they can call anywhere in the country using the video
phone.
((DR KING))
Sorenson Vision has really tapped into and gotten some of the good interpreters, but
there's the money.
((CARMA))
They have to have several interpreters twenty-four-seven. Because phone service doesn't
turn off at 10 o'clock at night, emergencies don't always happen between 8 o'clock in the
morning and 5 p.m. So yes, they need interpreters twenty-four-seven and they need the
best and the brightest. You have to be highly skilled to be able to handle any situation at
any time.

((NARRATOR))
Regardless of where the interpreters work, there's simply not enough of them.
((JOHN))
Really, Utah has some weakness in their interpreting programs and services for the deaf

((NARRATOR))
The Salt Lake Community College has the only interpreter training program in the state.
Carma helped set up the program.
((CARMA))
We were able to actually beg eight students to start an interpreter training program. It
wasn't approved, so they couldn't get any financial aid, they had to pay for it out of
pocket. And then we were able to actually get accredited and open a program up with
instructors who had their master's degrees and everything. So it's not only the sign
language classes, it's clear through all the range of interpreting skills.
((NARRATOR))
Currently, Salt Lake Community College's program produces 13 to 18 new Associates
degree interpreters a year. However, only 9 will go on to work as interpreters.
((DR KING))

You've got to get the word out that this a worthy profession and worthy of being paid for
their work. I have no doubt that an interpreter training program would be very successful
here. We constantly receive inquiries. I submitted several proposals to my dean and then
on to the provost regarding deaf education. I submitted a proposal for an interpreter
training program. I have heard absolutely nothing.
((NARRATOR))
But Utah isn't the only state seeing problems. Training programs across the U.S. just
aren't keeping up. According to the Registry oflnterpreters for the Deaf, there are around
5,000 certified interpreters to serve the millions.
((JOHN))
I think many people are hurt nationally because of the interpreter situation.
((DR KING))
There is a shortage of interpreters nationwide.
((NARRATOR))
The Registry oflnterpreters for the Deaf has declared that there is a "national interpreter
crises in the quantity, quality and qualifications of interpreters." So Even if an institution
seems to have enough interpreters, are they qualified?
((DR KING))
An interpreter is someone who is able to equalize the flow of information and
communication. If the interpreter is not able to equally transmit the information, than I
don't care what the certification level is of the interpreter. .. they're not qualified.
((NARRATOR))
Under the ADA, public institutions are required to provide "qualified readers or
interpreters and other similar accommodations for individuals with disabilities." And not
having a qualified interpreter means more work for the student.
((ELLEN))
I feel like I spend a lot of time filling in the gaps. You start to feel frustrated because I
can see that teacher just talking away. It just gets frustrating to know that there are things
being missed.
((NARRATOR))
So what determines whether an interpreter is qualified? There is some confusion as to
what the definition is.
((CARMA))
That language gets really kind of ambiguous.
((DIANE))

What the federal law says is that interpreters should be effective, and that means both in
their expressive and their receptive skills.
((CARMA))
Qualified means, if they're at the university have they already taken university classes? If
they're working with kids in elementary school do they have some psychology behind
them to know how the kids develop and what's appropriate for different age groups? That
would be a qualified interpreter ... not only having interpreting skills, but also having the
educational background behind it.
((NARRATOR))
But Utah state law defines qualified as certified.
((CARMA))
Certified means that they've actually gone through a certifying process. Nationally
there's the RID, which is where you get a certificate of interpretation or certificate of
transliteration. Interpretation is using from English to ASL. Transliterating is staying in
the English mode and you do kind of a signed English. In Utah we have a provisional,
which means you haven't taken any tests, they've kind of screened you, you can sign.
Then there's a novice level and that's a level one. Level Twos can do most educational
settings, probably anything out in public life. Probably need more specialized training to
do legal and medical, and that would be the masters level here in Utah.
((NARRATOR))
And at Utah State, students believe those qualifications aren't there.
((ELLEN))
Right now we have about, well qualified interpreters ... that's key, saying that their a level
2 or intermediate interpreter .. .! would say we have 3. But then also there are some that
are level 1, or what they refer to as novice or working still to achieve even that level of
certification, we have like four. So really it's just not enough.
((CARMA))
Most programs give them two years to learn the language and one year of interpreter
training. That's only three years, that's not enough. So we turn out people who have some
skills with the language, some interpreting skills, but really not enough stuff in their
interpreter tool bag to handle life.
((NARRATOR))
Diane continues her search for skilled interpreters, making sure her wage offer is
competitive. She's also working with administration to improve Utah State's offer to
potential interpreter employees.
((DIANE))
For right now we are meeting the majority of the needs for the students. But the
interpreters that are working for us are working hard, they're tired, they would like to

have more help in the classroom, they would like an opportunity to have more training
with other interpreters ... and so we're still just hanging on.
((NARRATOR))
And for now, the students are waiting, too.
((ELLEN))
There are sometimes when it would be really nice ifwe could just work together. I think
it would be so much easier than to feel like I'm always complaining and then they're
always complaining ... ifwe could just find that happy fit.
((JOHN))
I just want to be on the same level as hearing students and I don't think we can be with
the way the services are.
((NARRATOR))
Everyone just wants a solution.
((ELLEN))
In my dreams, I'd have a skilled interpreter and I'd have an interpreter that I could trust.
That I would know that everything was going well. I think it's a little odd that we have
such a wonderful deaf education program and then we have the worst interpreter
situation. Really we should probably have like eight interpreters for ten students who are
deaf, I would think. I don't expect an immediate solution to come out ofthis. I know that
things can't change overnight, but we need to start somewhere and build from that. You
can't just say, oh it's a problem everywhere you go, that's too bad. I think USU really is a
good school, and I think they want a lot of students to be here and I think they want deaf
students to come, because this deaf education program really is wonderful. If USU would
improve their interpreting services, than you would have a lot more deaf students
motivated to come here. Money's always the issue, as always, and really we're trying to
say that the lawsuit...this is not about money. This is about finding a solution. If there's a
will there's a way.
((CARMA))
The world is watching to see what we're going to do here. The world is literally
watching. I've had people call me up and say, are you aware there's a lawsuit there, are
you really going there?
((DR KING))
A laissez-faire attitude encompasses or embraces the idea that if you leave it alone long
enough it will just go away. It's not just going away.
((CARMA))
If we don't come and take on the challenge, the solution can't make itself. It's going to
take people working together, and one big step was getting the university's attention.
There isn't an easy solution, otherwise we would have found it.

((DR KING))
If the lawsuit drags on, and on, and on ... no one is going to benefit.
((DIANE))
I don't think that we appreciated the risk involved with not having interpreters that had
the right certification. And I think that that was something that we really needed the
students to raise that awareness again, so that we would step up to the plate.
((ELLEN))
I think the interpreter is like a key for me. There are these doors of opportunity that are
locked to me unless I can find some way to open them, and if I have no interpreter as that
key, I'm just stuck outside pounding on that locked door, you know, I don't know ifl
need to find an axe, or something that aggressive to get through it otherwise. But ifl have
the use of an interpreter to help me through school, than that's an easier way to open
those doors.

The Journey
While watching a favorite television show, many people don't realize how much work
goes into those 23 minutes of entertainment. But as I've journeyed through the broadcast
journalism program at Utah State, I have come to that realization: behind all the glamour,
television is hard work! It's very tedious, time-consuming and stressful. I did not
anticipate all of these things before starting this project. I had to follow steps and there
were many unexpected bumps along the way.
The first thing I had to decide was what topic I wanted to explore. I am interested in a
variety of things, but picking something that I wanted to spend 10 hours a week working
on was a difficult task. Because I would like to pursue a career in the news industry, I
wanted to focus on a newsworthy topic. Logan, Utah is a beautiful place with a lot to
offer, but it's not necessarily a big news generator.
While perusing newspaper articles from the past year, I stumbled upon an article about
some Deaf students suing Utah State for not providing enough sign language interpreters.
I became engulfed in the controversy, applying my knowledge of American Sign
Language from a class I had taken my freshman year. I realized that this topic was
something I really cared about and could spend time looking into.
I spent the next two weeks researching everything I could about the lawsuit. I gathered
newspaper articles, watched what the television news had to say and read page after page
about what was expected to be provided for Deaf people under the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Most of my information was found online because books are just too
outdated about this topic. I also talked to as many people as I could about the situation.
This included a lawyer for the university who had worked on the case, the Disability
Resource Center director, sign language interpreters on campus, sign language
professors, and of course, the Deaf students. These interviews were purely informational.
The interviews were also very difficult to arrange. It seems everyone was extremely busy
and didn't quite understand what I was doing at first. This was frustrating for me, but I
had many good conversations about the issue and I got to see all sides.
After I had gathered all the information that I needed, I started writing. Based on the
research I had done and the notes I had taken from my interviews, this should have been a
fairly easy task, but for some reason my mind kept going blank. My biggest problem was
trying to organize the mountain of information I had into a 15 minute documentary. It
seemed that anything I said needed explanation or opened up a whole other problem that
could be discussed. I compiled several outlines to try to organize my thoughts and I
eventually got started.
The opening 30 seconds of the documentary are my favorite moments of the project. It
was late one night when the words and vision came to me, and from there, the rest of the
script just took of£ Because I had already completed my preliminary interviews, I had an
idea of what each person would say and I could cater my writing to their views.

After I had a rough draft script, I started taping. Scheduling the taped interviews was
extremely difficult because I had to juggle many peoples' schedules to find a hole when
we all could meet. And dealing with the lack of interpreters on campus when scheduling
interviews with Deaf students gave me a taste of what my project topic was. The students
I interviewed were adamant about having a qualified interpreter for the taped interview.
Just scheduling and performing the interviews was very eye-opening into the life of a
Deaf student and their true need for more interpreters. But I also especially loved
interviewing the Deaf students, because I could see their struggle and they were bright
people fighting for their rights. It was very inspiring.
In a documentary, there is a lot of information to display with little time to do it. But at
the same time, there is a lot of time to fill with visually stimulating material. Watching
people on screen talking gets boring, so an editor needs to change what the viewer sees
every few seconds. With the topic I chose, there is limited video to use. I had to be
creative in my choice of cutaways and editing. This included taping many shots of
different buildings, around campus and also having someone help me tape different
angles of my interviewees.
With everything I taped, it meant a lot of video to look through and edit together. The
editing process takes a great deal of time, even when you have an idea of what you're
doing and how to do it. It is also very difficult to edit in little bits of time. You are a lot
better off when you can sit down for a few hours and get in a groove. For this reason, I
spent a week and whole weekend in an editing bay putting together my documentary. The
most difficult part of that process was trying to match up the interview audio with the
different video I had of each person. This was also tricky when it came to the Deaf
students' interviews. It was important to me that whatever the student was signing was
also being said by the interpreter in the documentary at the same time. I understand
enough sign language to get the major idea of what the student was signing, but it took
awhile to match it up and not cut their signs off.
By the time I finished editing, I had watched it so many times and changed so many
things, that I became immune to the little details. I had to take a break from the whole
project, which I think really helped. I had planned on making a 12 to 15 minute
documentary, but the project ended up being a total of20 minutes. I felt this was
necessary to include all the pertinent information.
When I finished editing, I literally gave a sigh of relie£ The project was so labor
intensive in the end that I sort of lost sight of why I was going to all the trouble. I learned
that my organization skills can help me out in anything I choose to do. I also was able to
hone my broadcast writing skills. Even though I have been using an editing system for a
year and a half, I learned how to do more things for this project than I've learned in total.
I also was able to apply knowledge from a class I took last semester to create graphics for
my documentary.
When I finally was satisfied with what I had done, it was time to present. I had discussed
my project throughout the semester with an English teacher that I work with. He was very

interested in the project, so we decided to present it to one of his English classes. The
students were able to see a different form of writing and also a different way to present
research. We also were able to discuss the topic of the documentary and brainstorm
possible solutions. It was a meaningful way to present my hard work.
Overall, this project made me use skills I have learned throughout college and improve
the technical skills I've learned in my major and will need for my career. I'm proud of
myself for putting together a 20 minute documentary all by myself that I can claim
forever. Although it's probably the perfectionist in me, I still wish the documentary
quality could be a little better. But I believe I did the very best I could with the resources
available to me and am proud of the final product. This truly was my favorite project of
my college career.
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Brittany Nelson
Broadcast Joumalism
As a prim little people-pleaser, born and raised in Salt Lake City, no one could have
guessed that Brittany would become ... ajournalist. Brittany left the grounds of Olympus
High School in 2003 and faced .a new turf on her own at Utah State University.
With a variety of interests, she struggled to decide a major. It wasn't until an adventure to
London that she made up her mind. Brittany worked as a nanny for a family comprised of
two journalists. While in London, she had the opportunity to do internships at a large
public relations firm and the British Broadcasting Company. The experience changed her
forever and she was hooked on the fast-paced world of news.
After returning to Logan, Brittany dove into her studies, soaking in every opportunity.
She spent a summer as a member of the A-Team, making many friends along the way.
She spent the next summer as an intern for KSL Television in Salt Lake City, which
served as a springboard into her career with an immediate job offer. Brittany will
graduate December 2006 with honors in Journalism and University Studies, a Marketing
minor and many fond memories. She plans to continue working for KSL, writing what
we hear on the news every night.

